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REVEALTM

PRINT, PRESS, DONE!
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CERTIFICATIONS

All our papers contain 
high quality fibers 

harvested from FSC 
managed forests.

More than 50% made 
from  renewable 

resources

OEKO-TEX® 
STANDARD 100

PRODUCED WITH 
REVEAL™

Coldenhove  P.O. Box 6  6960 AA EERBEEK  The Netherlands  T +31 313 670 603  E: sales2@neenah.com  www.coldenhove.com

REVEAL DARK TM  Heat Transfer paper allows for ONE 
STEP print-and-press, self-weeding, high-quality 
decoration on dark colored cotton and cotton-rich 
fabrics. Product features include vibrant color transfers 
for high-end garment decoration.
• The images will automatically be mirrored in the rip.   
   No need to reverse them.

REVEAL™ Brands 
For transfer to cotton and cotton-rich fabrics using an EPSON® ET-8550 printer, REVEAL INKSTM  and the 
REVEAL  PrintPerfectTM Software.
For a list of compatible printers please go to www.coldenhove.com/products/heat-transfer/reveal/

Products ID:
- REVEAL DARK™ 
  9882P0 
- REVEAL LIGHT™ 
  9879P0 
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REVEALTM 
INKJET HEAT TRANSFER PAPER

REVEAL LIGHTTM  Heat Transfer paper allows for ONE 
STEP print-and-press, self-weeding, high-quality 
decoration on light colored cotton and cotton-rich 
fabrics. Product features include vibrant color transfers 
for high-end garment decoration.
• The images will automatically be mirrored in the rip. 
   No need to reverse them.

Cotton & Cotton-rich fabrics

SUBSTRATES

Hot Peel Temperature
Self Weeding

PROCESS

REVEAL DARK™ REVEAL LIGHT™ 

REVEAL LIGHT™ TRANSFER INSTRUCITONS REVEAL DARK™ TRANSFER INSTRUCITONS

Wait 24 hours post pressing before laundering. 
Wash garment inside out in cold water using a mild detergent with no enzymes. 
Do not use bleach, bleach alternatives or enzyme containing detergents. Don’t use fabric softener. 
Line dry or on low dryer setting. Do not iron directly on the imaged area.

We recommend transfering a printed image within 
6 hours for optimal adhesion

1. Pre-press the shirt for 3 seconds.
2. Place the printed paper face down on the garment.
3. Press for 18 seconds at 373°F/189°C 
4. Hot peel the backing paper within 2-3 seconds 
    with a low and parallel peel.
5. After the initial press, cover with silicon parchment
    paper and repress for 30 seconds.
6. Gently “pop” the shirt while hot to maximize
    fiber wrap.

We recommend transfering a printed image within 
6 hours for optimal adhesion

1. Pre-press the shirt for 3 seconds.
2. Place the printed paper face down on the garment.
3. Press for 12 seconds at 373°F/189°C
4. Hot peel the backing paper within 2-3 seconds with
    a high and perpendicular peel. We recommend to
    pop the shirt gently twice to maximize fiber wrap
5. After the initial press, cover with silicon parchment
    paper and repress for 30 seconds.
6. Gently “pop” the shirt while hot to maximize
    fiber wrap.

REVEAL™ WASHING INSTRUCITONS

REVEAL™ STORAGE AND HANDLING

Store REVEAL LIGHT™ and REVEAL DARK™ Transfer Papers in a sealed poly bag,.in a cool, dry area and do not 
remove from carton or poly bag until you are ready to use.

Pressure
Temperature
Time
Cool Down

Fixation

High (50-60psi)
373°F/189°C
18 Seconds
Hot peel within 2-3 seconds.
Low and parallel.
Allow 24 hours before washing

High (50-60psi)
373°F/189°C
12 Seconds
Hot peel within 2-3 seconds.
High and perpendicular.
Allow 24 hours before washing

Pressure
Temperature
Time
Cool Down

Fixation

1. Install and configure the REVEAL Print PerfectTM Software
2. Print from the REVEAL Print PerfectTM Software 
3. Place paper face down and press
4. Hot peel within 2-3 seconds
We recommend transferring within 6 hours or less after printing.

REVEAL™ BRANDS ONE STEP PRINT TO PRESS WORKFLOW:


